Appointments:
To make an appointment, call 0611- 335 990
or come to our office.
We do not have long waiting hours before appointments, usually
less than 15 minutes, except if there is an emergency, for example.
If you need to cancel a scheduled appointment, please do so as
soon as you can (ideally one day in advance).
Appointments can be made at short notice, emergency appointments on the same day (after we have received information from
your GP).

Kardiologische Gemeinschaftspraxis on Burgstrasse
Dr. Klaus Vorbeck, Dr. Alfred Peifer, Dr. Stefan Ott, Dr. Ulrich Vorderbrügge

Consultation hours are held
Burgstrasse 6 - 8
65183 Wiesbaden

Cardiac catheterization lab
Ludwig-Erhard-Strasse 100
65199 Wiesbaden

Phone:
Fax:

Email info@kardio-wiesbaden.de
www.kardio-wiesbaden.de

Appointments early in the morning – we will accommodate you!

Before your first visit to our office
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Please ask your GP to give you any previous
medical findings. Please also bring your
blood pressure record card, pacemaker ID
wallet card, warfarin card, etc.

Access by wheelchair Wheelchair users can get to our office
via an elevator. All office rooms can be
accessed with a wheelchair.
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You usually DO NOT have to fast before
coming to our office. We will let you know
if fasting is required in specific situations.
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To transfer your insurance data

How to find us:
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This will tell us whether specific
examinations are necessary.
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Panta Rhei - Everything Flows
Our lifestyle is in constant change. We learn

Stress at work and home, wrong nutrition, a

something new every day; the challenges we

lack of exercise, overweight and smoking

face keep growing everywhere; it seems that

contribute to cardiovascular diseases being

the time on our hands is getting less and

one of the most common diseases in Western

less. At the same time, we want to stay heal-

society.

thy. But it is not always possible for our body
to keep the pace set by the outside world.

Services we provide:
Ultrasound of the heart, arteries,
veins, abdomen, stress echocardiography, TEE
ECG, exercise ECG, long-term
ECG monitoring, cardiac event
recorder, SRA analysis
Long-term blood pressure monitoring
Pulmonary function test, blood gas,
spiroergometry

Modern cardiology has experienced rapid
growth. Today, ever more delicate procedures

Our heart is our most important organ and

to treat heart attacks, ever-improving heart

our energy. It is unique in that it is highly ef-

valves, ever more intelligent methods are

ficient and yet very sensitive. Our heart plays

available to the cardiologist. Listening to the

a special role in our body. It can’t take a rest.

patient and understanding each other helps

Just a few seconds without heartbeat already

the doctor detect and treat cardiovascular

cause damage to our brain.

problems.

Cardiac catheterization, stenting,
pacemaker therapy, pulmonary
endoscopy, cardioversion

